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Abstract 
It is shown that any infinite tree not containing a ray has a fixed vertex or a fixed edge. The same 
also holds for trees with rays (not containing a subdivision of the dyadic tree) provided there are 
at least three ends of maximal order. 
I have found it a profitable exercise of the 
imagination, from a philosophical point of 
view, to build up the conception of an injnite 
arborescence and to dwell on the relations of 
time and causality which such a concept embo- 
dies.. . So the largest idea of an arborescence is 
that of an infinite number of nodes with an 
infinite number of branches proceeding from 
each of them. 
J.J. Sylvester [4] 
1. Introduction, preliminaries 
Any finite tree T has a fixed element, i.e., a vertex or an edge which is invariant 
under any automorphism of T. For infinite trees this need no longer be the case, the 
simplest counterexample being the 2-way infinite path. To what infinite trees can the 
statement be extended? 
The proof of the finite case makes use of some notion of eccentricity or centrality, 
usually defined in terms of the distance function of T. One shows that there is either 
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a single vertex of minimal eccentricity or exactly two, in which case they form an edge. 
Finiteness of T is not essential for this argument; it suffices to assume that T, 
considered as a metric space, is bounded, i.e., the diameter of T is finite. 
In this note we go beyond trees of finite diameter, showing that any rayless tree (i.e., 
not containing a l-way infinite path) has a fixed vertex or a fixed edge (Section 2). We 
use two approaches. In the first, we construct a finite invariant subtree of T whose 
central vertex or central edge (according to any invariant definition of the word 
“central”) is a fixed element of T. In the second, the fixed elements are constructed 
directly, without recourse to any notion of centrality for finite trees. Finally, in Section 
3, the result for rayless trees is applied to establish the existence of fixed elements in 
a class of trees which contain rays but also admit an invariant rayless subtree. 
The referee has kindly drawn our attention to the result of Schmidt [3] that any 
connected rayless graph has a finite invariant subgraph (called the kernel). For rayless 
trees this immediately implies the existence of a fixed element. The method used by 
Schmidt is, however, not particularly intuitive, leaving room for a simple and direct 
approach. 
It is also worth mentioning that these invariance results can be relativised in the 
sense that if r is a subgroup of the automorphism group of an arbitrary tree T, and if 
r stabilises a rayless subtree of T, then it also stabilises a finite subtree. 
Given a graph G its group of automorphisms will be denoted by Aut G. A subgraph 
H of G is invariant (under Aut G) if aH = H for any aEAut G; invariance of a subset 
Ac V(G) is defined similarly. In particular, if A= (x} is invariant, then x is called 
aJixed vertex (or$xed point) of G; if x, y are two adjacent vertices of G and {x, y} is 
invariant, then e= {x, y> is ajxed edge of G. AJixed element is either a fixed vertex or 
a fixed edge. 
If A is a set of vertices of a tree T, the subtree of T generated by A is the smallest 
subtree of T containing A, i.e., the union of all paths in T whose endpoints belong to A. 
Our constructions of fixed elements are based on the fact that rayless graphs have 
the following compactness property. 
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a rayless graph, (AJasOrd a decreasing sequence of subsets of V(G) 
such that 
(9 A,= ns<,A,f or any limit ordinal s1 (smoothness); 
(ii) each A, induces a connected subgraph of G. 
By v denote the least ordinal beyond which the sequence remains stationary (i.e., A,= A, 
for any c( > v). If A, = 8, then v is a successor ordinal. 
Proof. Suppose v is a limit ordinal, Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
A0 = V(G). By smoothness it follows that for any XE V(G) there is a greatest ordinal 
/I(x)<v such that XEA~(,) (thus x # ABtxj+ J. 
Call a path W= ( y,, . . . , Y,-I,Y,)=G monotone if P(Yo)=...=~(Y~-I)<P(Y,). 
Construct vertices x0, xi, . . . and monotone paths WI, W,, . . . such that W, joins 
x,_~ and x,, as follows. 
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Let {x0, xi} be an edge of G such that /?(x,,)</?(xi). Then Wi=(x,, xi) is 
monotone. Suppose that x0, . . . , x, and WI, . . . , W,, n 3 1, have already been construc- 
ted. Since the subgraph G, of G induced by A,,,, is connected, we may choose 
x,+ l~ABcx,J+ 1 c ABcXnJ such that d&,(x., x,+ i)=: s is minimal. Let W,, 1 be a shor- 
test x,x, + i -pathinG,,anddenoteitsverticesbyx,=z,,z,,...,z,_~,z,=x,+l.Bythe 
minimality of s, the vertices ze, . . . , z,-~ do not belong to ABcXnj+l, i.e., 
/I(x,,)=/?(z~)= . ..=jI(zs_J<B(xn+i) so that W,,, is monotone. 
From the monotonicity it is immediate that U,,, W, is a ray, contrary to the 
assumption that G is rayless. 0 
2. Rayless trees 
We now use Lemma 1.1 to construct several kinds of fixed elements in a rayless tree. 
We give here three examples of such a construction. The first of these is of particular 
interest as it shows that any assignment of fixed elements to finite trees can be 
canonically extended to the class of all rayless trees. 
Consider a map @ from the class of all trees into itself such that for any tree T, @Tis 
an invariant subtree of T. For any ordinal tl define a subtree T, of T recursively by: 
T,=T; 
T .+I=@T,; 
T,= f-j TB if a is a limit ordinal. 
p<= 
Then A,:= V(T,), aEOrd, is a smoothly decreasing sequence of sets. Because of the 
invariance of @, any T, is invariant under the action of Aut T. 
Now assume T to be rayless. Let v be the ordinal at which the sequence A, becomes 
stationary. If T,= 8 for some CI (i.e., A, = 8), then v is the least ordinal for which T, = 8. 
In this case it follows from Lemma 1.1 that v is a successor, v=,u+ 1, say. This is the 
situation which arises in Constructions 2.1 and 2.3. 
Construction 2.1. Given an arbitrary tree T let Z(T) be the set of vertices of infinite 
degree of T, and @T the subtree of T generated by Z(T). Obviously @T is invariant. 
No endpoint of T lies in QT. Hence if T has an endpoint, then @T is properly 
contained in T. 
Now assume that T is rayless. Then any T, is likewise rayless and hence is generated 
by its endpoints, except when ) T,l d 1. This means that the sequence T,, aEOrd, 
strictly decreases until TV = 0, where v = p + 1. Tp is locally finite and rayless, i.e., finite 
by Konig’s Theorem. 
Let f be a map which assigns to very finite tree F a fixed point or a fixed edge. Then 
f can be extended to a map f” defined on the class of all rayless trees by setting 
f(T) :=f (T,). Since f(T,,) is invariant under Aut T, it is also invariant under Aut T. 
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Remark 2.2. It follows from the construction of T,, that any injinite rayless tree 
T contains a jinite set of vertices of injinite degree which is invariant under Aut T. 
Construction 2.3. Given a tree T let B(T) be the set of branch points of T, i.e., the 
vertices of degree B 3, and let @T be the subtree of T generated by B(T). Clearly @T is 
invariant. 
As in Construction 2.1 no endpoint of T belongs to @T, so that @T is a proper 
subtree of any tree having an endpoint. Furthermore, given a non-empty tree T, then 
@T= 8 precisely when T is a path (possibly consisting of a single vertex), or a ray, or 
a double ray. 
If T # 8 is rayless, then it follows from the preceding that the Tis eventually 
are empty and that T,, is a path. Let w or e be the central vertex or the central 
edge of T,,, as the case may be. T, being invariant under Aut T it follows that 
w is a fixed point of T, e a fixed edge of T. { } w or e may be called the brunch point 
center of T. 
Construction 2.4. A midpoint of a path P is either the central vertex of P (if P is of even 
length) or a vertex incident with the central edge (if the length of P is odd). Given a tree 
T let M(T) be the set of midpoints of all paths joining two distinct endpoints of T, and 
@T the subtree of T generated by M(T). Once again, @T is invariant. 
If T has more than two vertices, then no endpoint of T is in @T (in fact, if U, v are two 
endpoints of T whose distance is 22, then a, v do not belong to @T). Furthermore, 
M(T), and hence @T, is non-empty if and only if T has at least two endpoints. 
Assuming T to be non-empty and rayless we obtain that TV has at most two vertices. 
If T,=8, then v=p + 1 and Tp consists of a single vertex, say w, clearly a fixed point 
of T. The case ( T,,l = 1 is impossible as it implies T “+ 1 = 0, contrary to the minimality 
of v. If 1 TV I= 2, then the unique edge e or TV is a fixed edge of T. The fixed elements 
w or e form the midpoint center of T, 
The existence of any of these centers implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Any non-empty rayless tree has a fixed point or a jixed edge. 
As an obvious consequence we have the following. 
Corollary 2.6. If T is a tree containing an invariant rayless subtree, then T has a jixed 
element. 
The example of Fig. 1 shows that the various centers of a tree may be disjoint. Note 
that since this tree is of finite diameter the usual (i.e., eccentricity) center also is defined. 
By stretching the tree the distances between the centers may be made arbitrarily large. 
Note also that iff(T) designates the branch point center or the midpoint center of T, 
then in the notation of 2.1,7(T) #f(T). 
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eccentricity midpoint branch point _ ’ 
center center center 
Fig. 1 
3. Ends 
In this section we consider a class of trees with rays, for which it is possible to 
construct a canonically defined invariant rayless subtree. As a consequence of 
Corollary 2.6 such trees have fixed elements. 
Two rays of a tree Tare said to be equivalent if they have a common subray. The 
corresponding equivalence classes are called the ends of T (see Halin [I]). For an end 
E and UE V(T) denote by C,(E) the (unique) component of T-u containing a ray 
R belonging to E. Following Jung [2] the order V(E) of an end E is the ordinal number 
defined as follows: 
_ v(s)=0 if there is a UE V(T) such that C,(E) # C,(E)) for any end E’ # E; 
- V(E)= c( >O if (i) there is a UE V(T) such that V(E)) < a for every end E’ # E with 
&(a’) = C,(E); and (ii) for any DE V( T) and a’ < a there is an end E’ # E with v(E’) = a’ and 
C”(E’) = C”(E). 
Clearly, the order of an end is an invariantly defined quantity. That is, if R is a ray 
belonging to an end of order c(, and if creAut T, then the end containing aR also has 
order ~1. 
By [2], if T contains no subdivision of the dyadic tree, then any end of T has an 
order, and there is an end whose order is maximal. 
Theorem 3.1. If a tree T contains no subdivision of the dyadic tree and has at least three 
ends of maximal order, then T contains an invariant rayless subtree. 
Proof. Let A be the set of vertices of T which are the endpoints of at least three 
pairwise internally disjoint rays belonging to some ends of maximal order. A is 
non-empty since T has at least three ends of maximal order, say U. Clearly A is 
invariant, and hence so is T,, the subtree of T generated by A. 
Claim. T, is rayless. Suppose there is a ray R c T,. Let E be the end containing R, 
and take any UE V(T). Since C,(E) contains a terminal segment of R, A n V(C,(e)) is 
infinite. Any XEA n V(C,(e)) is the origin of three rays RI, RZ, R3 which belong to 
ends si, Ed, Ed of order CL, and which have exactly x in common. At most two of these 
rays, say R,, R2, may contain edges of R. For R3 it therefore follows that Ed # E and 
R3 c C,(E), i.e., C,(Q= C,(E). Since V(Q)= M this contradicts the maximality of GL. 0 




Note that without the assumption that T contain at least three ends of maximal 
order, Theorem 3.1 may fail to hold. Fig. 2 shows a counterexample with exactly one 
such end (heavy lines); 2-way infinite paths are the obvious counterexample with two 
ends of maximal order. 
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